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Nanoscale Confinement of Dip-Pen Nanolithography
Written Phospholipid Structures on CuZr Nanoglasses

Srivatsan K. Vasantham, Evgeniy Boltynjuk, Sree Harsha Nandam, Eider Berganza
Eguiarte, Harald Fuchs,* Horst Hahn,* and Michael Hirtz*

Nanoglasses have attracted considerable interest among material scientists
due to their novel and surprising properties. However, there is still a
significant gap in understanding how nanoglasses interact with biomaterials
and their effects on living cells. Previous cell studies have reported indications
of possible proliferation effects, but a comprehensive understanding of
differentiating nanoglass influences from distinct material or topography
effects is yet to be established. In this study, the interaction between
nanoglass surfaces and phospholipids, which are fundamental components
of cell membranes, is investigated. The findings reveal a unique stabilizing
effect exhibited by nanoglasses on structures created using lipid dip-pen
nanolithography, preventing their spreading over the surface (“confinement”).
This discovery suggests that nanoglasses can potentially influence the
structure of cell membranes, providing a conceivable mechanism for how
nanoglasses may impact cell behavior.

1. Introduction

Metallic glasses lack crystalline long-range order and therefore
cannot have crystal defects, such as grain boundaries. In that
sense, homogenous metallic glasses are more uniform in chem-
ical composition and microstructure than crystalline materi-
als. An alternative to a homogenous metallic glass has been
developed, which is constituted of nanometer-sized grain-like
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structures, separated by interfacial de-
fects. These glasses have been termed
nanoglasses because of their internal
structuring on the nanometer scale.[1]

In their nanostructure, such glasses re-
semble the structure of nanocrystalline
materials with crystalline grains and
grain boundaries, however, in the case
of nanoglasses, the two components,
cores (similar to the crystalline grains
in nanocrystalline materials) and in-
terfaces (similar to the grain bound-
aries in nanocrystalline materials) are
amorphous. These two components ex-
hibit distinctly different atomic short-
and medium-range order and density.
Nanoglasses are produced mainly using
bottom-up methods, such as inert gas
condensation (IGC),[2,3] and magnetron
sputtering (MS).[4,5] In IGC, amorphous

nanoparticles are compacted into bulk pellets at high pressures
to form the amorphous interfaces between the particles (clus-
ters). For this study, the nanoglasses were prepared in the form of
thin films with a columnar nanostructure using MS. (Figure 1a).
So far, nanoglasses have been synthesized from a wide range
of binary alloys: Si─M (M = Pd, Fe, Au, La), Ti–Pd, Au–La, Fe–
Sc, e.g., Cu–Zr,[6] Ni–Ti[7]; as well as multi-component systems,
Au─Ag─Pd─Cu─Si─Al,[4] Ti─Zr-Be─Fe─Cu.[8]
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the a) magnetron sputtering and b) Lipid dip-pen nanolithography processes. c) Chemical structure of the written
phospholipids (DOPC and POPS).

In particular, Zr─Pd[9] and Ti34Zr14Cu22Pd30
[10] nanoglasses

have been demonstrated to possess properties suitable for
biomedical applications. Both nanoglasses feature a cauliflower-
like hierarchical structure, where small building blocks are di-
vided by interfacial regions and are organized in agglomerates,
which in turn form large clusters separated by thicker interfaces.
These structures have multiple defining parameters such as the
size of the small building blocks, the volume fraction of interfa-
cial regions, the size of agglomerates, and the volume fraction of
thicker interfaces.

For the purpose of studying lipid-surface interaction, we aimed
to reduce these variables. CuZr nanoglass thin films can be cre-
ated with varying sizes of evenly distributed columns by adjust-
ing synthesis parameters. Our efforts led to the fabrication of
CuZr nanoglass structures with column sizes of 16 and 60 nm.
This advancement enables a deeper study into how the columnar
structure influences lipid behavior by comparing homogeneous
to columnar films. Additionally, we can assess how column size,
specifically films with 16 and 60 nm columns, affects lipid con-
finement (stabilizing lipid features again spreading out on the
surface) and arrangement.

Generally, nanostructured surfaces are known to have a strong
influence on cell adhesion and can modulate the behavior,
proliferation, and fate of cells.[4,11–13] Also, nanotopographical
structures have been shown to play a vital role in other bio-
applications.[14,15] In this regard, nanoglasses offer a unique op-
portunity for combining material and topographical cues, and it
was previously reported that a Ti-based nanoglass shows a higher
proliferation in osteoblasts compared to a conventional (homoge-
nous) metal glass of identical chemical composition.[10] The iden-
tification of possible reasons for this striking difference between
the different amorphous structures, and the exploration of the ef-
fects of topography and material, are considered to be challeng-
ing problems. There are various pathways and mechanisms for
the interaction and subsequent behavioral modulation of cells
in contact with nanotopographies or structures, including con-

tact guidance, membrane curvature, modulation of various dif-
ferent membrane proteins, like channel proteins or integrins, or
topography-induced changes to the cytoskeleton.[11,16–18] Gener-
ally, cells interact with the surface through their outer membrane,
consisting of a complex of phospholipids (as structural building
blocks) and a plethora of proteins with various functions in adhe-
sion, material exchange between the inside and outside of the cell
and signaling. As the state of the structural membrane can mod-
ulate the function of proteins[19] and plays a role in cell sensing
of their environment,[20] the interaction of phospholipids with
nanoglass surfaces and the resulting change in the lipid mem-
brane might be a crucial piece of information as a first step to
understand their interactions with cells.

Consequently, in this paper, we explore the interaction of
Cu60Zr40 nanoglasses produced by MS with biomimetic lipid
membranes written by dip-pen nanolithography[21,22] with phos-
pholipids (L-DPN).[23] Dip-pen nanolithography for pattern-
ing lipids has been used on a wide variety of substrates
such as silicon, glass, polymer, graphene, polystyrene, and
titanium.[23–25] L-DPN utilizes an atomic force microscopy (AFM)
tip, dipped into a lipid mixture as ink (with 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) as a main carrier), to deposit
biomimetic lipid membranes onto surfaces (Figure 1b). Previ-
ously, L-DPN has been used for biomedical applications such as
drug delivery, cell culture, biomarker detection and cancer cell
detection, and protein screening.[26–29] Also, the overall behavior
of these lipid membranes on different substrates is influenced by
wetting properties, roughness, and morphology, thus they can act
as a probe for surfaces.[24,30–32]

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis and Characterization of Cu60Zr40 Nanoglasses

For the experiments, three amorphous Cu60Zr40 films with dif-
ferent characteristics were produced using MS.[2] Two different
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Figure 2. SEM images of surface topography of a) homogenous, b) 16 nm columns, and c) 60 nm columnar films. Scale bars for (a–c) equal 200 nm.
Surface morphologies of the thin films d) homogenous, e) 16 nm columns, and f) 60 nm columns, and the corresponding roughness height distributions
of (d–f) are shown in (g) respectively. The water contact angle of the surfaces is shown in (h), and three positions on each sample were probed. Scale
bar for (d–f) equal 1 μm.

sputtering systems were used for the growth of the amorphous
films. The homogenous amorphous film and the nanoglass film
with the 16 nm columns were prepared using RF magnetron
sputtering, while DC magnetron sputtering was employed to
grow the nanoglass film with the 60 nm columns. The varia-
tion of the column’s size in the films was achieved by a varia-
tion of the pressure of the sputtering gas and by using differ-
ent sputtering systems. The films were characterized using scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) to determine the structure of the
films and the size of the columns (Figure 2a–c). Additionally, as
surface roughness plays an important role in lipid writing, the
surface morphology of the films was characterized using AFM.
Significant differences in average roughness were observed in
the samples ((0.1 ± 0.1), (0.8 ± 0.1), and (2.8 ± 0.6) nm for ho-
mogenous, 16 nm, and 60 nm substrates, respectively) as shown
in Figure 2d–f. Water contact angle (WCA) was measured for
all three substrates and is provided in the form of a table in
Figure 2h.

2.2. Lipid Dip-Pen Nanolithography on Nanoglasses

The schematic of the L-DPN writing process and the lipid pat-
terns written in this study are shown in Figure 1. A solu-
tion of 70 mol% DOPC and 30 mol% 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phospho-L-serine (POPS) was used as a lipid mixture
for L-DPN. In general, a plethora of different lipid mixtures are
used as biomimetic models for the cell membrane.[33] There-
fore, the choice of specifically a DOPC/POPS mixture is some-
what arbitrary but was made for its good performance in L-
DPN, combined with its widespread use in biophysical stud-
ies. The mixture was doped with 1 mol% of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(Lissamine rhodamine B sul-
fonyl) (Rho-PE) to enable imaging of the written structures
via fluorescence microscopy. As a test pattern for L-DPN (en-
suring different writing directions and angles in regard to the
writing tip) triangle-, square- and T-shapes with hatch lines of
400 nm distance were defined in the control software (Figure 1c).
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Figure 3. Optical bright field and corresponding fluorescence microscopy images of patterned phospholipid structures on a,d) homogenous Cu60Zr40,
b,e) 16 nm columns, and c,f) 60 nm columns. The lipid structures on homogenous film show – in contrast to the ones on the columnar nanoglasses–
spreading of the lipids resulting in less defined structures. Scale bars equal 15 μm for all images.

The same conditions and pattern were used to print a neutral
lipid mixture with DOPC and rhodamine onto these substrates
(Figure S1, Supporting Information).

L-DPN could be implemented on all three films and resulted
in the predesigned shapes (Figure 3). However, one striking dif-
ference is already visible in the optical micrographs: on the ho-
mogenous substrate, the hatch lines have clearly merged, as the
patterns are smooth, while separate hatch lines can be still dis-
tinguished on the columnar nanoglasses. Also, the outline of
the various shapes is less defined on the homogenous substrate.
This difference indicates a higher spreading of the lipid mem-
brane stacks on the surface of the homogenous substrate. Sur-
face wettability is a main driver for the spreading of lipid fea-
tures in L-DPN and thus the merging of the hatch lines. When a
substrate is hydrophilic enough that L-DPN leads to a “heads to
substrate” membrane configuration, as it is usually the case on
glass and silicon oxide surfaces, in air, the written membranes
will form single monolayers with stacks of “tail out” membranes
on top.[34] On substrates of sufficient hydrophobicity, L-DPN will
result in a “tails to substrate” membrane configuration, leading
to direct stacks of “tail out” membranes in air, without an under-
lying monolayer.[24] These different orientations and stack types
were also observed, e.g., in comparisons of L-DPN outcomes on
graphene oxide (hydrophilic) and graphene (hydrophobic), as cor-
roborated by molecular dynamics simulations.[35]

Also, the liquid spreading of lipids will result in mono-/bilayer
depending on substrate hydrophobicity/-philicity.[36] L-DPN gen-
erated structures (in air) tend to spread more on more hydrophilic
substrates (with lower WCA indicating a higher-energy surface)
as, e.g., observed in comparisons of glass and polystyrene,[23] or
self-assembled hydrophilic/hydrophobic monolayers,[32] as sub-
strates for L-DPN. However, it should be noted that exceptions of

this general tendency were observed in “tails out” L-DPN written
membranes on graphene, probably because of the strong inter-
action between graphene and the phospholipid carbon tails.[24]

Overall, spreading behavior in L-DPN could be seen as analog to
the spreading behavior of supported lipid bilayers in liquid,[37]

though it should be noted that the mobility of lipids is gener-
ally higher in water than in an air environment, which can be
used to merge L-DPN created hatch lines to full membranes on
transfer into liquid.[38] However, in the present study, the WCA
for all three surfaces is very similar ((96.2 ± 0.6)°, (98.1 ± 3.3)°,
and (98.6 ± 1.6)° for homogenous, 16, and 60 nm, respectively,
see Figure S2, Supporting Information) and these differences in
WCA seem not large enough to explain the huge difference in the
spreading behavior. Also, the different roughness of the glasses,
while significant, does not seem sufficient to explain the different
spreading behavior. While nanoroughness can impact the phase
state and thus mobility of lipids in liquid,[39] the roughness dif-
ference between homogeneous and 16 nm columnar nanoglass
(0.1–0.8 nm) is of the same order of magnitude as in common
L-DPN substrates showing no such abrupt change in spreading
(e.g., silicon with native oxide layer ≈0.1 and glass surfaces ≈0.2–
1.9 nm).[40–42]

2.3. Characterization of Spreading and Deposition Volume

To get a better insight into the lipid structure morphology, AFM
imaging was conducted on the samples. Differences in the sur-
face structure were observed despite the fact that the writing con-
ditions were kept constant for all substrates. The lipids form flat
layers on the homogenous substrate with a height of ≈6 nm
(Figure 4a). On the contrary, for the 16 nm (Figure 4b) and
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Figure 4. AFM topographic images after lipid patterning on different substrates. a) The homogenous film shows the complete spreading of lipids and
the corresponding profile shows a height of 6 nm. b) 16 nm film shows stability of lipids with heights of 50 nm. c) 60 nm columnar also shows good
stability with a variable height of 30 nm. Panels (d) and (e) show the average area and volume of the lipids patterned (from six measurements each).
Scale bars are 4 μm.

60 nm (Figure 4c) columnar substrates, the hatch lines (400 nm
pitch) of the lipid structures are clearly visible and have mean
heights of ≈50 and 30 nm, respectively. Systematic experiments
with the same writing conditions and freshly prepared substrates
were performed, and data on the average area covered and av-
erage volume deposited were calculated from AFM images to
quantify the differences in spreading behavior. Figure 4e shows
the average area of square structures for the different substrates
and Figure 4f is a comparison of the average volume deposited

during printing. Also, additional surface characterization us-
ing SEM was performed for overview (Figure S3, Supporting
Information).

Overall, the results show (as writing conditions are constant
for all substrates) that the confinement of the phospholipids on
the columnar nanoglasses leads to more defined lipid structures,
while the material flow to the surface remains the same, hence
the deposited volume stays nearly constant, while the covered
area is reduced. Accordingly, the structures (as not being able to
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Figure 5. Zoomed-in AFM images of square and triangle patterns of lipids from the a,b) 16 nm and c,d) 60 nm columnar substrates The arrows in (c)
indicate the step pinning arrangement. The scale bar equals 1 μm for all images.

spread out) are higher on the columnar nanoglasses compared
to the flat, spread-out structures on the homogenous glass.

2.4. Nanoscale Confinement of Phospholipids on Columnar
Nanoglasses

Looking deeper into the details of the patterns on the columnar
substrates through AFM, the most striking observations from the
data (Figure 5) show that the lipids arrange themselves in pe-
culiar structures of regular lines perpendicular to the hatch line
writing direction.

On noncontinuous hatch lines (Figure 5a,b), peculiar grenade-
shaped lipid patches are observed that align perpendicular to the
writing direction. While the supporting nanoglass has an aver-
age column size of 16 nm, these objects have a diameter (along
the writing line) of (110 ± 33) nm for the main feature, and
(42 ± 9) nm for the smaller side feature. In order to eliminate the
possibility of a double-tip imaging artifact, the structures were
re-scanned using a new tip. It should also be mentioned that the
columnar features of the substrate do not display any side fea-
tures. The most probable explanation for this is that these fea-
tures were unintentionally formed during the writing process,
possibly due to the writing DPN tip picking up some material and
creating a double tip. However, this accidental occurrence has al-
lowed us to make an interesting observation: the nanoconfine-
ment on the nanoglass enables the creation of even smaller fea-
tures than those typically achievable in L-DPN, where the usual
line width is ≈100 nm.

On the continuous hatch lines (Figure 5c,d), the regular pat-
tern is condensed into stripes perpendicular to the hatch line

writing direction. While on the sample in Figure 5c,d a 60 nm col-
umn size substrate was used, the periodicity of the perpendicular
stripes is (44 ± 6) nm, thus even smaller than the object size on
the 16 nm columnar substrate. These nanoscale arrangements
were not found in all written patterns and seem to wane with
increased structure height (Figure S4 and Table S1, Supporting
Information) and form perpendicular to the fast-writing direc-
tion of the tip (Figure S5, Supporting Information). This implies
a substrate-mediated influence either during writing or on reor-
ganization after writing that can shape the immediate membrane
layers, while additional layers are more and more decoupled. On
the other hand, the object size and periodicity of stripes do not
line up with the domain sizes of the substrate, showing that this
phenomenon cannot be attributed purely due to alignment with
underlying domains.

However, the close-up on hatch lines shows that the confine-
ment and stability of the lipids into the hatch lines (in contrast to
the spreading on the homogenous samples) seems to be linked to
interfacial regions of the nanoglasses, although not to purely me-
chanical edge pinning, as stopping of the lipid spread is observed
for boundaries between columns of different height (Figure 5c,
high-to-low green arrow, low-to-high black arrow), but also for
similar height columns (red arrow).

3. Conclusion

We have shown that phospholipid membranes can be pat-
terned on different amorphous substrates of Cu60Zr40 (homoge-
nous and columnar) with sub-micron resolution using L-DPN
(Figure 6a). These substrates show striking differences in the
spreading of lipids with the columnar nanoglasses confining the
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Figure 6. Schematic Illustration of the lipid organization on homogenous, 16 and 60 nm columnar nanoglasses. a) Patterning of phospholipids using
L-DPN. b,c) Side and top views of lipid organization after patterning. d) Scheme of stabilization of the written phospholipid lines by stopping spreading
at the boundaries of the columnar nanoglasses. The inset shows a magnified image of the influence of columnar boundaries (red and black arrows) on
the stabilization of the phospholipids after writing.

lipids much stronger than the homogenous of the same compo-
sition (Figure 6b). Based on our results we propose the following
picture of the nanoscopic lipid membrane organization on these
substrates (Figure 6).

The confinement of lipid structures on columnar nanoglasses
can be attributed to the influence of amorphous interfaces
present in the 16 and 60 nm columnar substrates, which hin-
der spreading. Sub-structures observed for the lower layers of the
lipid hatch-lines revealed a peculiar type of self-organization that
could be connected to meniscus instabilities during the writing
process (reminding to stripe pattern phenomena in Langmuir-
Blodgett (LB) transfer of phospholipids[43]) and/or subsequent re-
organization influenced by the nanoglass substrate. In this anal-
ogy, the oscillating water meniscus in the LB transfer, leading to
liquid-expanded/liquid-condensed (LE/LC) phase monolayer de-
position in alternating stripes is mimicked by the water meniscus
building between the DPN tip and the nanoglass surface. While
in LB transfer the substrate is lifted through the water meniscus,
in DPN the meniscus itself is moved over the substrate by the
DPN tip, resulting in a very similar relative motion and geom-
etry in both cases. Similarly, the surface could induce or stabi-
lize a ripple phase of ordered/unordered membrane parts in the
written lipid lines, as can be observed as a separate lipid bilayer
phase as an intermediate state during phase transition in lipid
bilayers.[44–46] This could also lead to the fading observed with ad-
ditional layers, as the layers get farer away and more decoupled
from the surface.

The reported experiment (being done with model lipid mem-
branes and in air rather as in liquid) is still different from a re-
alistic biological cell/nanoglass interface. Yet, the discovery of
distinct differences between homogenous amorphous substrates

and nanoglasses in regard to lipid-surface interaction that does
not rely on the surface geometry, but rather on the presence of the
columnar interfaces themselves, allows for the first time a plau-
sible explanation for the distinct differences in cell behavior not
present in chemically and topographically similar surfaces. As
many processes in cells are modulated by the state and fine struc-
ture of their lipid membranes (e.g., through lipid-modulated pro-
teins), nanoglass surfaces could give unique stimuli to cells by in-
fluencing their lipid membranes. Although research on the struc-
ture and properties of columns and interfaces in nanoglass thin
films is scarce, knowledge is expanding for the CuZr system.[5]

Hopefully, in the future a correlation between the experimental
observations presented in this work and structural studies will
be established, leading to a better understanding of the process
governing lipid-nanoglass surface interactions. Then it would be
possible to produce nanoglass films with the required proper-
ties by either alloying CuZr or using systems of other chemical
composition. Furthermore, a detailed characterization of the in-
terfacial area between the nanoglass columns could reveal the
specific molecular mechanism behind the confinement effect.
The results of the present study can motivate future studies with
more realistic bio-membrane models or living cells that could
look specifically for these kinds of interactions.

4. Experimental Section
Materials: All phospholipids, i.e., DOPC (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine), POPS (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
L-serine (sodium salt) and Rho-PE (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine-N-(Lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl)) were
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purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (USA). The chloroform used as
solvent was HPLC grade, from Sigma–Aldrich (Germany).

Magnetron Sputtering: Two different sputtering systems were used for
the growth of the amorphous films. The homogenous amorphous film and
the nanoglass film with the 16 nm columns were prepared using RF mag-
netron sputtering, while DC magnetron sputtering was employed to grow
the nanoglass film with the 60 nm columns.

In the case of RF magnetron sputtering an alloy target of nominal com-
position of Cu60Zr40 (at.%) was used. The sputtering system was used
with a fixed distance between the substrate and target of 100 mm and a
target tilt angle of 20°. A background pressure prior to deposition below
5.0 × 10−8 mbar was reached in the chamber. Thin films were deposited
continuously on Si (100) wafers with a native oxide layer. Sputtering was
performed with the temperature of a substrate of 293 K and power of 100 W
with a substrate rotation velocity of 10 rpm. Films of two types: homoge-
nous and columnar (16 nm columns) were prepared. Homogenous films
were deposited at a working pressure of 2.8× 10−3 mbar and a constant Ar
flow rate of 40 sccm. Columnar films were deposited at a working pressure
of 8 × 10−3 mbar and a constant Ar flow rate of 100 sccm.

In the case of DC magnetron sputtering, the thin film samples were
prepared by co-sputtering using two elemental targets of Cu and Zr with
varying applied power. The sputtering system was used with a fixed dis-
tance between the substrate and target of 100 mm and a target tilt angle
of 38°. The background pressure before deposition below 5.0 × 10−8 mbar
was reached in the chamber. Thin films were deposited continuously on Si
(100) wafers with a native oxide layer. Sputtering was performed with the
temperature of the substrate of 293 K without the rotation of the substrate.
Columnar films (60 nm columns) were produced using voltages of 80 W
for Cu target, 100 W for Zr target, and a working pressure of 8 × 10−3 mbar.

The sputtering time was adjusted to produce films with a thickness of
≈200 nm. The thickness of the films was measured with a Veeco Dektak
6 M Stylus Profiler.

Lipid Dip-Pen Nanolithography (L-DPN): The microfluidic inkwell
(ACST, U.S.A.) was filled with 1 μL of lipid mixture (70 mol% DOPC and
30 mol% POPS). Lipid patterns were written using the DPN5000 system
(Nanoink, U.S.A) with F-type cantilevers (ACST, U.S.A.) containing indi-
vidual 32 pens. The cantilevers were mounted onto a holder and then
dipped with the lipid mixture using a microfluidic inkwell at high humidity
(≈75%). A series of test patterns were written on a clean Si substrate to
remove excess lipid ink before moving to the nanoglass substrates. Here,
for all experiments writing parameters were kept the same at 2 μm −1sec
writing speed and 40% R.H.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM): To inspect the surface topography,
AFM imaging was done in ambient conditions with Dimension Icon from
Bruker in tapping mode. Tap300AI-G (Budget Sensors) probes were used
for the imaging with resonance frequency of 300 kHz and force constant
of 40N m−1. Images were analyzed using WSxM software.[47] Written
area/deposited volume was determined by the flooding tool from two
square features on three different samples (so six measurements) for each
substrate type.

Water Contact Angle (WCA): The surfaces of the substrates were char-
acterized for contact angle using the OCA-20 system (DataPhysics Instru-
ments GmbH, Filderstadt, Germany), by the sessile drop method. A dos-
ing volume of 3.0 μL was used and three measurements were performed
on each sample.

Optical Microscopy: Microscopy images of the lipid patterns were ac-
quired using a Nikon Eclipse 80i upright fluorescence microscope (Nikon,
Germany) equipped with an Intensilight illumination (Nikon, Japan), a
DSQi2 camera (Nikon, Germany) using a TexasRed filter.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM): SEM LEO-1530 was used to
study the morphology and stability of films on various substrates. The
acceleration voltage and the working distance were 20 kV and 3.1 mm,
respectively.

Statistical Analysis: Generally, the results of the experiments were re-
ported as mean ± standard deviation. For the reported WCA, three differ-
ent random positions were probed on each of the three different sample
types. Data for the height distribution histogram and roughness values
were obtained from WSxM with the roughness analysis tool from the pre-

sented images. The size of the grenade-shaped lipid features was deter-
mined manually from randomly selected features (n = 20 for the bigger,
n = 34 for the smaller side features) with WSxM. The stripe feature size
was measured with WSxM along the respective lipid feature line in the im-
age from 28 features. Means and SD were calculated in Excel and plotted
in Origin.
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